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could not allow this state of affairs to persist with impunity
any longer. Moreover he had also received intelligence of
the death of Himmat Yar Khan, son of Alaf Khan Panm,
Subedar of Bijapur. It was brought to Nizamu'l-Mulk's
notice that Himmat Yar Khan was killed by Himmat Khan,
the refractory Afghan Chief of Karnul. The latter had pro-
mised Nizamul-Mulk, before his departure for Delhi, to
pay the annual tribute regularly to the Subedar of Bijapur.
But encouraged by Nizamu'l-Mulk's absence from the Deccan,
he withheld its payment. Himmat Yar Khan resolved to
force the faujdar of Karnul to pay up the heavy bill pending
against him for arrears of tribute. This brought the two
parties to an armed conflict in which Himmat Yar Khan
was slain. On account of this misdeed, Himmat Khan,
faujdar of Karnul, was much in dread of Nizamu'1-Mulk
when he heard of his march towards the Carnatic. He sent
petitions in advance, expressing his regret and asking for
pardon; and at the same time he busily engaged himself in
recovering the outstanding arrears from the districts in his
charge in order to pay them up to Nizamu'1-Mulk on the
occasion of his visit. In his generosity of heart Nizamu'l-
Mulk treated him with moderation, forgave his past conduct,
provided he behaved properly in future.1 From Karnul he
proceeded towards Arcot where he received allegiance from
Sa'id Muhammad Khan. The latter, on political grounds,
was not allowed to return to Wandiwash and was put in
charge of some of his trusted officers who were directed to
treat him with leniency and respect. Nizamu'l-Mulk noticed
with surprise that
.. . every commander of a district had assumed the title of
Nabob, and had given to the officers of his retinue the
same names as distinguished the persons who held the
most considerable employment in the court of the Soubah.
One day, after having received the homage of several of
these little lords, Nizamu'1-Mulk said, that he had that^
day seen no less than eighteen Nabobs in the Carnatic,*
whereas he had always imagined that there was but one
in all the Southern provinces. He then turned to his guards,
*Hadiqatin-'Alam9 vol. II, p. 174.

